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Social Justice 

Care-givers Training 

Over the months of January and February volunteers engaged with the children and staff of Osu 
Children’s Home. The purpose of these visits was to identify issues within the orphanage and 
come up with a training program for the staff. The training took place last month over three days 
and focused on child protection and rights, ailments and health. PAHO collaborated with a 
clinical psychologist for the training.  

Comments/Feedback: Feedback was positive but more work needs to be done. We also need 
the support of more social workers and students for such trainings to be carried out. 

Community Outreach 

Over the month of March volunteers entered the municipality of Adenta to meet with community 
members and identify issues in the area. From the three focal group discussions which were 
held with a variety of people from all sides of the community, it was noted that intestacy and 
property conflicts were prominent. These engagements will serve as the premises for advocacy 
work over the coming months to address these concerns. 

Comments/Feedback: Volunteers thoroughly enjoy community interaction. Discussing human 
rights concerns with locals gives them a better understanding of the challenges facing society 
and exposes them to many cultural differences and practices. Our PRO and more experienced 
volunteers find compromising the law with testimonies particularly interesting. 

HR Focal 

This month PAHO volunteers wrapped up our Human Rights Focal Person Training program in 
the Mamprobi, suburban Accra. The training focused on issues of child protection; specifically 
child labour, child maintenance, child trafficking and punishment.  

Comments/Feedback: This has always been a popular and successful project and continues to 
play an instrumental role in our advocacy for children’s rights. 
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Legal Services 

Legal Clinic

Sodom and Gommorah’s Legal Clinic has been postponed as the chiefs in the slum travelled 
over the month of March and as such a community introduction could not take place. 

External Placements 

Over March we had two volunteers participate in external placements. This type of placement is 
likely to become more popular for legal volunteers and professionals now that Mr. Hans is no 
longer with us. We have good relationships with these institutions and as such we are confident 
volunteers will benefit from their stay. Feedback so far has been very positive. 

Hesse and Hesse, Law Firm: Hesse and Hesse is a general law firm which deals with corporate, 
commercial and property issues. This placement is normally reserved for volunteers who 
specifically request legal (NOT HUMAN RIGHTS) experience.  

FIDA: International Federation of Women Lawyers. This is a legal aid- type scheme which 
provides legal counsel to women on a variety of issues.  

Research 

Witches Camp 

In March, two of our volunteers travelled to the north of Ghana to research the notorious witch 
camps. These cultish communities, the practice of witchcraft and the treatment of the accused 
are focus of their resource development project. The camp the girls visited hosted 575 women 
and a handful of men who have all been suspect of witchcraft or wizardry. Many of the women 
they interviewed where sent to the camps following the unexpected death of their babies. 
Recently a 17 year old girl was rescued having been sent to a camp in the north for being ‘too 
intelligent’ (it was believed she was stealing other children’s intellect with her powers). Over 
April our volunteers will complete their booklet.  

Other Work

Amnesty International’s Launch of the Death Penalty Report 

On the 27th of March PAHO was invited to the launch of Amnesty International’s Report on the 
Death Penalty. As a partnering organisation a member of our team was asked to make an 
address supporting the movement against the death penalty which is still being sentenced in 
Ghana. William Reece, a PRO volunteer who has worked in death penalty litigation in Texas, 
delivered a very strong speech.  


